• 1 Bachelor degree study programme taught in the Czech language Informatika – see the web https://fit.cvut.cz
• 10 Study specializations
• A special Admission Process for Ukrainians with Refugee status
• Described in the Conditions for the admission
  • The online admission application is open from 15 June to 21 August 2022
  • Admission Mathematics test – 29 August 2022
  • Look at the web page containing the tests from previous years
  • Test questions are Czech and English
Most Ukrainian students are currently registered at FIT.

We are glad, however:

- Because we have only 1 programme, all students must complete a common theoretical foundation, formed mainly of Maths and theoretical Computer Science.
- Students may be surprised because they expected more practical or applied Informatics.
- Informatics is also taught at other CTU Faculties.
- Read the websites of all Faculties, all programmes and specializations.
- I wish you the right decision and good luck.